Break Away from
Costly Legacy Apps

Application Modernization: The Art of the Uninstall
Legacy systems are viewed by many Executives as a locked-in financial and IT resource
loss. Keeping IT infrastructure and application ‘status quo’ can cause paralyzing damage to
process innovation, reducing organizational impact on an industry. IT infrastructure and
application capital funds are drained by unnecessary maintenance, work-arounds, and
low-return knowledge transfers.

Application Modernization

At Sierra Systems, an NTT DATA Company, we understand that older platforms are never
a simple “uninstall”. Our Application Modernization process, including our internallydeveloped IP modernization software, walks technical and non-technical staff through
automated business interviews, capturing core elements of functionality and workplace
use. Separate technical interviews capture platform, integration, and data complexities.

High-Priority
Intervention
Sierra Systems provides
planned migration for
popular applications
nearing critical end-of-life.
• Windows Server 2003
/ 2008
• SQL Server 2005 / 2008
• SharePoint 2010 / 2013
• Silverlight
• Windows XP / 7
• MS Access

Conduct business and
technical interviews
alongside utilization
and compliancy.

Review redundancy,
migration size and
complexity with
support costs.

An accumulated
profile score is used
to prioritize actions
in an online lifecycle
registry.

Schedule migration
and replacements,
ranked as a
methodological
approach to
decommissioning.

Modernization can take many forms

Replacement, consolidation, or removal of application functionalities is taken in accordance
your larger ecosystem and business demands. Our vendor-agnostic investigation
recommends ways to dovetail the approach into your existing processes and systems.
Re-hosting, re-architecting, and retirement of legacy systems is backed by our trusted
50-year history, and further supported by our parent company, NTT DATA Services’
cost ownership model, which can cut Total Cost of Ownership in half, while increasing
enterprise and cloud agility.
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Accelerating IT
Sierra Systems’ 50+ years of
deep expertise in targeted
industries has built our
reputation of delivering
superior solutions that
strengthen organizations’
performance.
Learn more about our
award-winning and
innovative solutions:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1.877.688.1371

